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A B S T R A C T
This paper reconstructs the natural philosophical method of Geminiano Montanari, one of the most prominent Italian natural philosophers of the late seventeenth century. Montanari’s views are used as a case study to assess recent claims concerning early modern experimental philosophy. Having presented the distinctive tenets of seventeenth-century experimental philosophers, I argue that Montanari adheres to them explicitly, thoroughly, and consistently. The study of Montanari’s views supports three claims. First, experimental philosophy was not an exclusively British phenomenon. Second, in spite of some portrayals of experimental philosophy as an ‘atheoretical’ or ‘purely descriptive’ enterprise, experimental philosophers could consistently endorse a variety of natural philosophical explanations and postulate theoretical entities. Third, experimental philosophy and mechanical philosophy were not, as such, antagonistic. They could be consistently combined in a single philosophical enterprise.
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Several recent studies on early modern natural philosophy have charted the origins and fortunes of a movement formed by self-professed experimental philosophers, from Robert Boyle (Chalmers, 2012) and John Locke (Anstey, 2011) to Irish and Scottish societies (Gomez, 2012; Hemmens, 2015). While a number of broad claims have been made concerning this movement, there are few detailed case studies that may enable scholars to thoroughly test those claims (esp. Anstey, 2004; Dear, 1990; Malet, 2013). This paper provides one such case study. It reconstructs the natural philosophical method of Geminiano Montanari. Not only was he one of the most prominent natural philosophers in late seventeenth-century Italy,1 but also, he discussed the method of natural philosophy in more detail than most of his peers. On the basis of my reconstruction, I assess two claims concerning early modern experimental philosophy. They are the claims that experimental philosophy was mostly a British phenomenon (e.g. Dear, 1990, p. 663; Henry, 2008, p. 55) and that experimental philosophy and mechanical philosophy were, as such, ‘antagonistic’ natural philosophical views (Gaukroger, 2006, p. 254; see Chalmers, 2012, p. 551).

Having presented the distinctive views of seventeenth-century experimental philosophers (Section 1), I argue that Montanari adheres to them explicitly, thoroughly (Section 2), and consistently (Section 3). This shows that experimental philosophy was not an exclusively British phenomenon. It also shows that, in spite of some portrayals of experimental philosophy as an ‘atheoretical’ or ‘purely descriptive’ enterprise, experimental philosophers could consistently endorse a variety of explanations and postulate unobserved, theoretical entities. I then argue that, in several of his works, Montanari tightly integrates his commitments to experimental and mechanical philosophy (Section 4). Most notably, he provides mechanistic explanations within the methodological

---

1 For an overview of Montanari’s natural philosophical activity, see Heilbron (2010, pp. 34-45). For a detailed discussion, see Rotta (1971).

2 See Boschiero (2007, pp. 70, 137, 247) on ‘atheoretical experimental science’, ‘atheoretical experimental philosophy’, ‘atheoretical experimental method’. Boschiero’s claim that the Cimento academicians were not substantively committed to experimental philosophy is premised on the view that it was ‘atheoretical’.
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framework of experimental philosophy. This demonstrates that experimental and mechanical philosophy were not, as such, antagonistic. They could be and, in Montanari’s case, were combined in a single philosophical enterprise.

1. Experimental natural philosophy

Experimental natural philosophy emerged in England in the 1660s among authors associated with the early Royal Society (Anstey, 2005, pp. 216–220). Seventeenth-century experimental philosophers shared at least three features. First, they employed a distinctive rhetoric, centred around the praise of experiments and observations and the criticism of speculation, that is, of the endorsement of natural philosophical systems without sufficient empirical evidence.

Second, experimental philosophers had common heroes and foes. They praised ‘the Illustrious Mr. Boyle’ (Glanvill, 1668, p. 92) and ‘the Immortal Lord Bacon’ (p. 72; see Sprat, 1667, p. 35), whom they posthumously recruited as ‘the patriarch of experimental philosophy’ (Power, 1664, p. 82). They criticized Aristotle, Epicurus, the Scholastics and, especially from the 1680s onward, Descartes for developing natural philosophical theories ‘ rashly’, without first carrying out extensive empirical inquiries to gather ‘due information from particulars’ (see Boyle, 2008 [1666], p. 2; Glanvill, 1668, p. 87).

Third, experimental philosophers advocated the employment of a specific method for gaining knowledge of the natural world. It can be summarised in five points, which I illustrate in some detail in this section. In the next section, I use them as a yardstick to determine Montanari’s stance toward experimental philosophy.

Negatively, experimental philosophers recommended that:

- [E1] one should not firmly commit oneself to any substantive claims or theories on the natural world, unless they are warranted by extensive experiments and observations. ⁴
- Substantive claims are claims that, assuming the analytic/synthetic distinction is tenable, are expressed by synthetic statements. ⁵
- Accordingly, experimental philosophers decried ‘the espousal of any substantive ‘Hypothesis’, system, or principle ‘not sufficiently grounded and confirmed’ by Experiments’ or observations (Hooke, 1665, sig. A4; Dunton, 1692, pp. vi–vii). They described this as the way of proceeding of speculative philosophers, as the adversaries of experimental philosophy were often called (Boyle, 1999 [1662], p. 12; Hooke, 1665, sig. a3, b1; Sprat, 1667, p. 341).

An implication of [E1] is that experimental philosophers were bound to reject arguments from tradition and authority, as well as a priori arguments for substantive claims—for instance, the a priori arguments that Descartes used in the Principles of Philosophy to deny the existence of empty space and to establish the principle of conservation of motion. ⁶ Hence, the distinction between experimental philosophers and their opponents does not map onto the distinction between philosophers who relied on tradition and authority and natural philosophical novatores. Descartes was a novator, but he was not an experimental philosopher, even though he often relied on experiments.

Another implication of [E1] concerns the attitudes of experimental philosophers toward substantive claims, theories, and explanations. Despite the anti-theoretical proclamations of some propagandists (e.g. Glanvill, 1668, p. 89), neither [E1], nor the other distinctive views of experimental philosophers entitled that one should not learn natural philosophical theories and explanations before carrying out experiments and observations, test them, or use them as heuristic tools to devise new experiments and observations. Robert Boyle, Robert Hooke, and Thomas Sprat all encouraged these activities. In their view, the knowledge of differing Theories, may admonish a man to observe divers such Circumstances in an Experiment as otherwise ‘tis like he would not heed (Boyle, 2001, vol. 3, p. 171). It may allow one to look for facts which may ‘prove’ or ‘invalidate’ theories. It makes ‘the Mind […] much more prompt at making Queries’, ‘discovering and searching into the true Reason of things’ (see Hooke, 1705a, p. 19; see Boyle, 2008 [1666], p. 2).

Experimental philosophy also allows for the possibility to make a provisional, weak, or tentative commitment to substantive claims and theories before carrying out experiments and observations. Among others, Sprat (1667, pp. 107–108) explicitly allowed this and Boyle (1999 [1661], p. 14) stressed the provisional or tentative status of such commitments. ⁷ Experimental philosophy only prohibits one to make a strong or firm commitment to claims and theories before carrying out extensive experiments and observations.

Positively, experimental philosophers recommended that:

- [E2] in order to make a firm commitment to substantive claims and theories on the natural world, one should follow a two-stage process. During the first stage, one should gather an extensive collection of empirical information by means of experiments and observations. Once this is done, one will be entitled to commit oneself firmly to substantive claims or theories (Hooke, 1705a, p. 18), but only so far as they are warranted by experiments and observations (Boyle, 1999 [1662], p. 12; Sprat, 1667, p. 107).

- [E3] Empirical information should be collected by means of first-person experiences, understood as individual, discrete observations or experiments, which have primacy over theories (Locke, 1975 [1690], II. l. 10). First-person experiences are preferable to reports of others’ experiences, that must be carefully evaluated and, where possible, replicated (Hooke, 1726 [1692], pp. 263–264).

- [E4] Empirical information should be organized in experimental natural histories (Oldroyd, 1987, pp. 151–152). These differ from traditional natural histories in three respects:

  1. They are not limited to biological kinds. They encompass inanimate beings (air, mineral waters), diseases, qualities or states of matter (cold, fluidity, or density), and the arts. ⁸
  2. They include experiments alongside observations.
  3. Their compilation is not a self-standing enterprise, but a preliminary step to the construction of ‘a Solid and Useful Philosophy’. ⁹

⁴ Eighteenth-century experimental philosophers shared most, but not all of these features. For instance, many of them were not interested in experimental natural histories (point [E4]). This paper’s statements on experimental philosophy are intended to apply only to seventeenth-century authors.

⁵ See, e.g., Robert Moray’s manuscript quoted in Hunter (1995, p. 173).

⁶ Experimental philosophers could make analytic claims, such as ‘all bodies are extended’, and rely on them in their arguments. They could also make substantive methodological claims a priori, such as claims on the virtues of good theories, as distinct from claims on the natural world (e.g. Boyle, 2000).

⁷ Descartes (1644, Part 2, §§16, 37). Descartes took himself to have established substantive truths on the physical world a priori: see his (1996a [1637], pp. 63–64, trans. pp. 143–144). He did not include empirical confirmation or verifiability among the ‘conditions’ that philosophical principles must meet (1996a [1637], p. 9, trans. p. 183).


⁹ A case in point is Locke’s commitment to corpuscularism. Given his pessimism on the possibility to discover the sub-microscopic constitution of material bodies (Anstey, 2011, pp. 31–45), this commitment is best regarded as weak or tentative.

¹⁰ For instance, on the arts as a subject of natural histories, see Boyle (2008 [1666], p. 3); Hooke (1705a, p. 18).

¹¹ See, e.g., Henry Oldenburg’s introduction to Hooke (1665, p. 140).
2. Experimental philosophy, anglocentrism, and Montanari’s method

Experimental philosophy, as characterized above, was not an intrinsically British phenomenon. Any authors who endorsed and followed its method could qualify as experimental philosophers, regardless of their geographical location. However, most of the studies on early modern experimental philosophy which have been published so far note its presence in England (Anstey, 2004, 2005, 2009; Chalmers, 2012; Dear, 1990; Gaukroger, 2006, pp. 352-399), Ireland (Hemmens, 2015), and Scotland (Gomez, 2012; Malet, 2013; Poovey, 1998). Based on these studies, one might think that experimental natural philosophy was largely a British phenomenon. This is often suggested in the literature. For instance, Peter Dear and John Henry hold that ‘[t]he term “experimental philosophy” is associated with a characteristically English approach to the study of nature’ (Dear, 1990, p. 663; see Henry, 2008, p. 55). And Steven Shapin (1996, p. 85) states that the two-stage method of experimental philosophers was developed by many ‘practitioners, especially in England’.

In response, it would be easy to provide a battery of quotes that provide prima facie evidence for the uptake of experimental philosophy in late seventeenth-century Italy or eighteenth-century France and Spain. As regards Italy, for instance, one can find endorsements of the method of experimental philosophy by authors based in Bologna (Montanari, 1667, pp. 5–7), Florence,12 and Messina (Scilla, 1996 [1670]), in addition to authors who worked throughout the Peninsula (Malpighi, 1980 [1698]), and even Jesuits teaching in Brescia (Lana Terzi, 1977 [1670]) and Rome (Bartoli, 1980 [1677]).

Such a broad survey, however, is unlikely to convince the sceptics. They may reply that these authors’ endorsement of experimental philosophy was a merely strategic move that concealed their real aims. For instance, according to Luciano Boschiero (2007), Lorenzo Magalotti portrayed the Accademia del Cimento as a strictly experimentalist organization to conceal the deep natural philosophical divergences between its corpuscularian and Aristotelian members. If this is the case, then none of the members of the Cimento might have been strongly committed to experimental philosophy. As for Jesuits like Bartoli and Lana Terzi, while they were enthusiastic in their praise of experimentalism, they were also keen to show its compatibility with Scholastic natural philosophy. These concurrent commitments gave rise to hybrid natural philosophies that went well beyond the epistemological and methodological strictures of experimental philosophy.

 surveys are not effective tools to conclusively establish to what extent experimental philosophy was influential on the Continent. They are too superficial to distinguish substantive commitments from merely rhetorical, half-hearted, or inconsistent commitments. A more fruitful approach is analyzing the natural philosophical practice, commitments, and pronouncements of specific authors in some detail. Montanari is an ideal subject for such an analysis for two reasons. First, he wrote extensively on a broad range of topics. Between 1667 and his death in 1687, he published works on acoustics (Montanari, 1715 [1678]), astronomy,13 ballistics (1690), fluid mechanics (1667), and the quenching of glass. He also wrote on hydraulics (e.g. 1715 [1684]), the physics of typhoons (1694), and the Torricellian vacuum.14 Second, Montanari’s published works and the extant manuscript material show that he had explicit, self-conscious views on how we should proceed in natural philosophy, views to which I now turn.

Montanari criticizes earlier authors, especially the Scholastics, for adopting what experimental philosophers regarded as the typical way of proceeding of their speculative opponents. Their ‘most evident error’ was starting by ‘establishing the first principles of natural things, which are the last and most remote of all the cognitions that we can attain by philosophizing’ (Montanari, 1980, p. 542). For instance, Aristotle attempted to explain motion by formulating its ‘essential definition’, which he very obscurely established to be actus entis in potentia prout in potentia, and by stating how many kinds of motion there are.15 ‘[N]early all great minds’ followed Aristotle in philosophizing from first principles because, ‘being too self-confident, they did not carefully ponder the capacities of the human mind, which is not only finite and limited, but also confined within very narrow boundaries’ (1980, pp. 539-540). Having developed contrasting theories on such flimsy foundations, philosophers started quarrelling with each other, rather than studying the natural world. Following Bacon, Montanari states that they got embroiled in verbal disputes and became more

---

12 e.g. Ciampoli (1665, pp. 16-17). This book was composed before 1644.
14 e.g. Montanari (1671a), which proves the existence of variable stars, and Montanari (1676). Newton (1999 [1726], pp. 913-915, 927) relies on Montanari’s observations of the Great Comet of 1680, as Rotta (1971, pp. 78-79, 88-89, 150n72) noted.
15 Montanari (1671b). The Royal Society decided to translate this work into English and publish it, but this project was never completed. See Cavazzola (1990, pp. 135-137).
16 Montanari (1694 [1675]). As far as we know, he did not make experiments with Boylean vacuum using air-pumps. On the introduction of air-pumps in Italian academies, see Pigatti (1986, pp. 34, 139-147). Montanari was born in Modena in 1633. He started engaging in natural-philosophical research in earnest in 1657–1658, during a stay in Vienna. There, he collaborated with Paolo del Buono, one of the last pupils of Galileo. After a stint in Florence, where he established ties with members of the Cimento, he took up a position as astronomer at the Modena court. He then moved to Bologna, where he became university professor of mathematics in 1664 and he founded the Accademia della Traccia in 1665. During these years, Montanari strengthened his reputation as an astronomer. Among other things, he was the first to record the periodic fluctuations in the brightness of a star (Algol). Together with his wife Elisabetta, he ground lenses and built telescopes and microscopes. In 1678 he moved to the University of Padua, where a well-paid professorship in astronomy and meteorology was created for him. He refused to include astrology in his astronomy classes, instead intensifying his campaign against astrological beliefs. As part of his duties, he often collaborated with the Venetian government as a consultant on water engineering and economics, in line with his belief in the practical usefulness of the new science. He died in Padua in 1687.
17 See especially Montanari (1971, 1980) which, in all likelihood, are faithful transcriptions of Montanari’s manuscripts by his pupil, Francesco Bianchini.
concerned to obtain dialectical victories over their opponents than to find the truth.19

Instead, philosophers should ‘start’ from ‘particular things, examining the whole of a piece by piece and amassing a rich capital of experiences, so as to prepare the natural historical material on whose basis one will later have to speculate concerning reasons’ (Montanari, 1980, pp. 539–540). In other words, one must start by adopting the way of proceeding recommended by Boyle—‘that great anatomist of nature’ (Montanari, 1694 [1675], p. 301; see 1676, p. 49; 1980, p. 544). As Montanari writes, echoing the motto of the Royal Society, one must doubt ‘all philosophical assertions, which are sanctioned as true solely for the authority of the Schools’, and derive philosophical ‘maxims from experience, which alone has the privilege of being a credible teacher’ (Montanari, 1667, pp. 5–6).

By itself, the claim that cognition starts from experience is not particularly innovative. Every Aristotelian would have endorsed it. However, unlike the claim that Aristotelians, Montanari mentions experiences (esperienze, experimenta), in the plural, much more often than experience. In his view, we should not start from the experiëntia longa of the Aristotelians, which arises gradually in the course of time from many sensed events that left a trace in memory. Instead, philosophers should ‘continue to obtain dialectical victories over their opponents than to find the truth’.20

Montanari’s emphasis on first-person experiences is not merely rhetorical. A significant portion of the activity of the Accademia della Traccia, that he led, was devoted to replicating the experiments of the Cimento and others. One can note the results of this activity in Montanari’s published works. For instance, in his treatise on capillary action (1667, pp. 17–18, trans. p. 102), he points out that an experiment proposed by the Jesuit Honoré Fabri yields a result which is different from what he claimed and inconsistent with his theory.

Unlike some of his contemporaries, Montanari does not rely on the gentlemanly status of those who participated in the experiments21 or on princely supervision22 to warrant the reliability of experimental reports. He does not place any emphasis on the roles or identities of specific members of his academy, including himself, even though he was its leader and its most knowledgeable member. Nor does he strictly adhere to the first-person narrative style privileged by Francesco Redi (1996 [1668]) and some of his disciples (e.g. Zambeccari, 1980 [1680]). He sometimes uses an impersonal form corresponding to the English passive voice (‘was taken’, ‘was repeated’, etc.)23 In his view, what warrants the accuracy of an experimental report is the replicability of the experiment, as part of a ‘collaborative, public, and accessible’ process of inquiry (Bennett, 2003, p. 82).

Whenever we are to rely on an esperienza, we should seek to repeat it multiple times, as Montanari often notes that he did (e.g. Montanari, 1715 [1678], p. 23). However, if we are searching for causes, the multiple repetition of one single experience is of limited help. We should develop an experimental series which, for Montanari as for Bacon, Boyle, or Redi,24 starts with an experiment and then varies the experimental parameters one by one. We should keep ‘changing circumstances’ until we find the one which, when changed, determines a change in the effect (1676, p. 62). Montanari carefully explains how he employed this process in specific inquiries, like the study of the quenching of glass (1671, pp. 200–201).

Montanari was aware that this method is not applicable across the board. Certain astronomical and meteorological phenomena, like sightings of comets, are rare, cannot be replicated experimentally, and must be studied on the basis of the reports of others’ observations. Montanari’s treatise On the Flying Flame, on the comet of 1676, shows that he approaches his correspondents’ reports in a critical way. On occasion, he asks them to repeat their observations or he inquires into the accuracy of the latitude and longitude data on which they rely.25 However, he is ready to admit that the uniqueness or rarity of some experiences sets a limit to our understanding:

I confess that I cannot understand [what certain lights that had been seen in the sky are]. This may be for the weakness of my understanding or, perhaps, because I am used to philosophizing with experiences under my eyes, examining them, repeating them as much as I please, modifying the circumstances until I find the one which, once it is changed, changes the effect, and then I start my reasoning from it (Montanari, 1676, p. 62).

Although experiments have the advantage of reproducibility over observations, Montanari does not emphasize the difference between experiments and observations. His esperienza encompass experiments and observations alike.26 It may be tempting to impute this to Montanari’s lack of conceptual subtlety. However, he had a good reason for including experiments and observations within a single category. The reason is that, as is the case for Bacon, Boyle, and Hooke,27 experiments and observations have the same

19 Montanari (1667, pp. 3–5). He refers to Bacon in his (1971, p. 197). Montanari’s comments bring to mind Hooke’s contrast between ‘the real, the mechanical, the experimental Philosophy’ and the ‘Philosophy of discourse and disputation’ (Hooke, 1665, Preface, sig. a 3). However, it is unclear whether Montanari read Hooke’s Micrographie (Rotta, 1971, p. 90; Gómez López, 1997, pp. 34n, 105n85).

20 Montanari (1694 [1675], pp. 290–291; see 1664, p. 22; 1980, p. 542). As was mentioned, not only experimental philosophers, but also anatomists emphasized the importance of first-person experience. However, anatomy was not one of Montanari’s main interests (Rotta, 1971, pp. 113–115).


23 e.g. Montanari (1667, p. 9; 1671b, p. 16; 1780, p. 722).

24 For examples of Bacon’s, Boyle’s, and Redi’s experimental series, see respectively Jalabeanu (2016); Cecon (2015, p. 80); Bernardi (1996, pp. 15–16).

25 Montanari (1676, pp. 21–23). The combination of first-person experiences with experiences reported by others (not natural philosophers, but practitioners) is also apparent in Montanari’s works on hydraulicus (e.g. his 1715 [1684], pp. 46–47, 49, 51, 56–57).

26 Montanari’s Italian contemporaries used the term “esperienza” in the same broad way. For instance, Redi’s Esperienza (1996 [1668]) includes experiments as well as observations.

27 See Anstey (2014b).
primary function in Montanari’s natural philosophy: providing ‘historical material’ which is the basis for explanations.

Unlike the works of other novatores like Redi, Montanari’s experimental works typically contain two key sections: a natural-historical section and an explanatory section.28 Reports of experiments and observations form the natural-historical section. They provide ‘historical material’ because they are little natural histories of the phenomena that each work aims to explain. They share the three features of experimental natural histories mentioned in Section 1. Montanari’s miniature natural histories (1) are not mostly on biological kinds, but on inanimate objects like comets, natural processes like capillary action, and artificial processes like the quenching of glass. These processes (2) are often brought about by experiments and (3) they are the basis for natural philosophical explanations. Montanari (1980, p. 540) acknowledges that his models for the compilation of natural histories are the ‘most learned Bacon of Verulam’ and ‘the Royal Academicians of London’.

In line with the two-stage method of his philosophical models, Montanari complements the natural-historical section of his works with a section identifying ‘reasons’ [cagioni], that is, theories and explanations of the phenomena described in the first section.31 Like Boyle and Hooke, Montanari does not provide any detailed, elaborate account of how cagioni are to be derived from experience. He only states that what is needed is an induction,32 but he does not explain how it unfolds. He sometimes mentions deduction where one would expect to find mentions of induction,33 leaving his readers as puzzled as Newton’s (1999 [1726], p. 943) readers as to how, exactly, a ‘deduction from the phenomena’ is supposed to work.

Montanari holds that, once we have gathered enough experiences, we can use them to choose among competing theories because experiences are more trustworthy than theories. In his view, properly performed experiments yield ‘matters of fact that, unlike theories, are not subjected to dispute.’34 This is why he employs experiments to prove or refute theories, like Fabri’s theory of capillary action (1667, pp. 17-18, trans. p. 102). Montanari’s lectures are explicit in asserting the primacy of experiments and observations over both theories and any kind of non-sensory cognition.35 He states that we cannot firmly establish anything on issues like the nature of the infinite or the relation between body and soul (1971, p. 199), because they fall beyond the bounds of sense. He carefully refrains from taking a stance on such issues.

The foregoing survey of Montanari’s natural philosophical method shows that the endorses the distinctive claims of seventeenth-century experimental philosophers ([E1] to [E5]). He holds that empirical information should be collected by means of first-person experiences ([E3]), that fact gathering should precede theory building ([E2]), and that we should only commit ourselves to those substantive claims and theories on the natural world that are warranted by extensive experiments and observations ([E1]). He develops experimental natural histories ([E4]). He speaks of induction or deduction from the phenomena, but he does not provide a detailed account of this process ([E5]). He singles out the same friends and foes of experimental philosophers: he criticizes Aristotle and the Scholastics for following a wrong method, while praising Bacon and Boyle.36 We can then state that experimental philosophy was not a merely British phenomenon because at least one prominent Italian natural philosopher, namely Montanari, was thoroughly committed to it.

While this survey shows that experimental philosophy was not exclusively a British phenomenon, it is insufficient to establish whether it was largely a British phenomenon. In order to assess this claim, it is necessary to analyze the natural philosophical views of numerous authors working in Italy, France, Germany, the Netherlands, and Spain. This article is part of a series of studies that are devoted to that task and that, collectively, chart the chronological and geographical spread of early modern experimental philosophy.37 On its own, the reconstruction of Montanari’s views shows that at least one Italian author was thoroughly committed to experimental philosophy as early as in the 1660s.

3. Experiments, theories, and explanations

According to Luciano Boschiero, Montanari’s commitment to experimental philosophy—like a similar commitment of the Cimento academicians—was not substantive. It was a merely rhetorical posture which played only a ‘persuasive and authoritative role.’38 In this section, I discuss an argument that can be used to support that claim. I call it the argument from inconsistency. The argument concludes that Montanari’s adherence to experimental philosophy was a merely rhetorical posture because it was inconsistent with central features of his natural philosophy. One can identify three putative inconsistencies:

1. Puce Gómez López (1997, p. 15n), Montanari is not ‘convinced that the sole task of a scientist is observing nature and performing experiments’. He holds that we should ‘deduce’ explanations from experiments and observations (Montanari, 1676, p. 17). He provides explanations of capillary action, the quenching of glass, the origin of typhoons, and so on. By providing explanations, besides reports of experiments and observations, Montanari trespasses the boundaries of experimental philosophy, which was a ‘purely descriptive’ form of research.39 In the

29 These may be combined with other sections, like a literature review (1667, pp. 14-26) or the testing of the theory’s predictions (1715 [1684], pp. 84-89). I disagree with Boschiero’s (2009, p. 205) suggestion that ‘Alcune Esperienze’ (1780) departs from the two-part structure. This text does not start with a discussion of the corpuscular structure of liquids, but with the exposition of a series of experiments (pp. 721-723). Redi’s works typically have a traditional three-part structure (status questions; literature review; experimental reports: see Bernardi, 1996, p. 13n14) and they lack an explanatory section.
30 See Section 1, point [E2].
31 Montanari (1980, p. 539). Occasionally, theories appear in the natural-historical section as hypotheses to be tested or as heuristic tools to devise further experiments.
33 E.g. Montanari (1667, p. 45; 1980, p. 549).
35 Besides sensory cognition, there is only one other kind of ‘exact cognition’: our innate, God-endowed knowledge of basic mathematical truths. However, we can use it only by relying on sense experience. See Montanari (1971, p. 199; 1980, pp. 542, 543).
36 On occasion, he also criticizes Descartes (Montanari, 1694, p. 112), whose works he read in 1657–1658 (Rotta, 1971, p. 151n97). Given the cultural context of seventeenth-century Italy (Maffioli, 1994, pp. 30–31), it is far from surprising that Montanari criticizes the Scholastics more frequently than Descartes.
39 Cavazza (1998), Shapin and Schaffer (1985) endorse roughly the same view. They claim that Boyle ‘banned’ (p. 203) or ‘tactically segregated’ the search for causes ‘from the main tasks of the natural philosopher’ (p. 147, p. 205).
the sole aim of experimental philosophy was ‘experimenting and narrating’.  

2. Even granting that experimental philosophers can consistently put forward explanations, they should build them on an adequate empirical basis. Seventeenth-century experimental philosophers identified this basis with a universal natural history. They held that one should raise ‘new Axiomes or Theories’ only after such a history is completed (Hooke, 1705a, p. 18). Montanari appears to endorse this view. He states that in order to find what the true, first, and most universal principles of all things might be, it is not sufficient to make an induction from few terms. It is necessary to first cognize all natural effects, so that one can later find a common reason that accounts for all experiences. But who can already boast to possess such universal information? (Montanari, 1980, p. 540)

The answer, of course, is: nobody. And so, if Montanari had been coherent with his own methodological prescriptions, he should have refrained from putting forward explanations of capillary action, the quenching of glass, or typhoons until a universal natural history was completed. Montanari’s explanations are inconsistent with the method of experimental philosophy because he provides them too early.

3. Montanari’s explanations go well beyond the limits of what he could experience. They postulate the existence of unobserved, theoretical entities such as corpuscles. Montanari goes as far as to ascribe specific properties to different kinds of corpuscles. For instance, he claims that the corpuscles of liquids must be in constant movement (Montanari, 1980, p. 549) and that they must be convex, like little spheres or like Descartes’ spindle-shaped particles (1780, pp. 724-725; see Descartes, 1996 [1644], p. 233, trans. p. 264). Montanari’s claims on theoretical entities such as corpuscles are inconsistent with the method of experimental philosophy. This is supposed to be ‘detached from theoretical convictions or presuppositions’ (Boschiero, 2007, p. 9) or, at least, to replace ‘micro-corpuscularian explanations’ with phenomenal, ‘non-reductive explanations’ that avoid any commitment to unobserved entities (Gaukroger, 2006, p. 254).

The argument from inconsistency fails because Montanari’s views are consistent with the tenets of experimental philosophy on all three counts. Of the three charges, the first is the easiest to rebut. It relies on a flawed understanding of experimental philosophy. If the account provided in Section 1 is correct, experimental philosophy as such is not a purely descriptive enterprise. Only its first stage is descriptive, because it aims to assemble observations and experiments to organize them into natural histories. However, natural histories are intended to provide the basis for explanations. That these have full citizenship within experimental philosophy can be seen from the fact that the second stage of inquiry is entirely devoted to providing explanations.

This brings us to the second charge. It is true that Montanari provides explanations before the completion of a universal natural history. However, this is in contrast neither with experimental philosophy as such, nor with Montanari’s specific views on how we should practise it. As we saw in Section 1, the ban of experimental philosophers on ‘new Axiomes or Theories’ is best understood as the view that we should not firmly or strongly commit ourselves to theories or explanations before extensive empirical investigations have been carried out. Before then, we can still make a weak commitment to theories.

Montanari’s natural philosophical activity is in line with this stance. He does not pretend that he carried out experiments and observations in a theoretical void. For instance, when he was instructing his correspondents on what information they should gather about the newly appeared comet of 1676, he was clearly being guided by astronomical theories. Montanari does not conceal this. He never claims that we should refrain from entertaining or provisionally endorsing theories and explanations while we are engaged in experiments and observations. His method only requires that we do not attempt to conclusively establish which natural philosophical views are correct before we have gathered enough experiences.

How many experiences are enough? This depends on which phenomena we seek to explain. Montanari holds that his experiences are insufficient to provide a comprehensive, basic, detailed theory of the natural world. However, they are sufficient to explain specific phenomena, like capillary action and the quenching of glass. The passage quoted in support of the second charge is in line with this view. It states that we will establish the ‘true, first and most universal principles of all things’ only once we have completed a universal natural history (Montanari, 1980, p. 540, italics added). It does not require us to complete a universal natural history before establishing the principles of specific phenomena as well. On the contrary, Montanari holds that we can explain more specific phenomena before turning to more general or more basic phenomena (1980, pp. 541-542). For instance, we can explain capillary action with the hypothesis of the viscosity of liquids, even though we have not carried out the ‘great number of experiments and speculations’ that ‘would be required’ to ‘understand entirely the origin’ of viscosity. Instead of grounding all explanations on first principles, as the Aristotelians sought to do, we should advance gradually toward the first principles by seeking the causes of specific phenomena and then progress toward higher levels of generality. This is because it is certainly easier to find a universal conclusion for those who have learnt many particular conclusions on the same subject than for those who are entirely ignorant of its specific features.

Montanari’s explanations put this strategy into practice. They are cautious intermediate steps in the ascent along the ladder of causes (Bacon, 2000 [1605], II, §7).

The third charge concerns the fact that Montanari’s explanations ascribe existence and specific features to unobserved, theoretical entities such as corpuscles. However, the method of experimental philosophy does not prohibit one to make claims on unobserved, sub-microscopic entities. It only requires one to justify any such claims with arguments based on experience, as opposed to a priori arguments like those with which Descartes (1996 [1644], Part II, §20) established that all corpuscles are divisible.

40 Magalotti (1667, Proemio a lettori, sig. I2 4, trans. p. 92). To be sure, this passage states that it was the sole aim of the Cimento, not of experimental philosophy as such.

41 Mordechai Feingold makes the same remark with regard to the Cimento academicians (Beretta, Feingold, Findlen, & Boschiero, 2010, p. 197).

42 Montanari (1667, p. 30, trans. p. 108). Similarly, Bianchini (1785 [ca.1687], pp. 21-23) claims that we should accept the explanation of muscle contraction in terms of fermentation, even though we lack an explanation of fermentation in corpuscular terms.


44 Montanari (1980, p. 540) acknowledges this with regard to the ascription of specific properties to corpuscles. Sargent (1985, pp. 35, 36) notes that for Boyle too the corpuscular hypothesis must be proven a posteriori.
Although Montanari’s arguments for the existence of corpuscles are not as detailed as we would like them to be,\textsuperscript{45} they are clearly empirical arguments. For instance, the argument of ‘Alcune Esperienze’ concludes that liquids are made up of corpuscles because certain observed facts are consistent with their existence and inconsistent with their non-existence (Montanari, 1780, p. 724). They include the facts that liquids can be split into tiny parts; that when a liquid touches a surface, its parts can easily detach and stick to it; and that liquids can fill containers of any shape. Regardless of whether this argument is convincing, the facts on which it is based are empirical facts. The same holds for the argument of the Physico-Mathematical Thoughts on the corpuscular nature of air, which is based on ‘experiences’ of rarefaction and condensation.\textsuperscript{46}

Montanari’s arguments for ascribing specific properties to corpuscles are empirical arguments too. For instance, he notes that, although water appears to be still, it dissolves salt or other soluble bodies that were placed on the bottom of [a recipient full of] water and that did not seem to move. Having seen this, I deduce that the parts of water are in constant motion. Otherwise, they could not spread the particles of that salt everywhere and all parts of the liquid would not become equally salty. The deduction is so manifest that, although it makes a supposition about invisible things, it is established with necessity, so that I can subsequently deduce other consequences about nature from it.\textsuperscript{47}

Montanari stresses that, when he and other novatores ascribe ‘invisible’ motions to ‘invisible particles’, they do so on the basis of experience. They ‘deduce’ the motion and properties of corpuscles from the ‘effects of natural things’ (1980, p. 546), ‘from sensory experiences, or at least from that great argument from probability, namely that, given those suppositions, one can easily solve many, many physical problems’ which are raised by puzzling observations.\textsuperscript{48}

In this regard, it is interesting to note that Montanari confines his theoretical commitments to what he deems necessary to explain the phenomena at hand. He could easily use certain topics as a springboard to tackle hotly debated questions. Yet, he often refrains from entering in the fray. For instance, the discussion of the quenching of glass (1671b) gave Montanari the opportunity to comment on the corpuscular structure of bodies, the existence of the vacuum, and the nature of heat. Yet, he steers clear of those topics.\textsuperscript{49} In some cases, having made a claim on unobserved entities, Montanari adds that it is unnecessary to settle certain contended issues regarding them. For instance, after claiming that the particles of liquids are convex, he states that there is no need to determine their specific shape or to agree with Descartes that they are spindle-shaped. The mathematical principle at the basis of his explanations holds regardless of which specific shape the particles have (1780, pp. 724, 731–732). Nor is it necessary to grant that the interstices between particles are empty, ‘because’ his arguments ‘equally satisfy those philosophers who sustain the vacuum and those who deny it’ (1667, p. 29, trans. p. 108). These statements by Montanari are more cautious than those of most Italian novatores who discuss similar issues in works published between 1660 and 1690, including Giovanni Alfonso Borelli, Tommaso Cornelio, Urban Davisi, Giuseppe Del Papa, Leonardo Di Capua, Lucentonio Porzio, and Donato Rossetti.\textsuperscript{50}

Montanari also displays a ‘strong dose of modesty’ (Heilbron, 2010, p. 45) in his theoretical writings, which are a dialogue on the vacuum and lecture notes on corpuscles. He denies that we know whether all corpuscles are divisible\textsuperscript{51} (and praises Boyle for his neutrality on this issue\textsuperscript{52}); what shape the corpuscles of air may have; whether minima, assuming they exist, are uncreated or incorruptible; and whether the minima of a given substance retain its macroscopic properties (Montanari, 1980, pp. 547–548). What we lack to settle these issues is sufficient empirical evidence. Whereas sensory experience gives us ‘light’, speculating on what we have not experienced is like walking in the dark (1694 [1675], pp. 274, 277). Our views on such matters are ‘fantasies’ that can be ‘narrated’, not demonstrated (p. 293). They may legitimately ‘incline’ us toward certain views, but they cannot ‘determine’ us to firmly endorse them (p. 292).

To summarize, the argument from inconsistency fails to prove that Montanari’s endorsement of experimental philosophy is merely rhetorical, rather than substantive. Montanari provides explanations of several phenomena. He does so before the completion of a universal natural history. He makes claims on unobserved entities. However, he does not violate the methodological strictures of experimental philosophy. This is because neither experimental philosophy, nor Montanari’s methodological views ban explanations. They allow one to make a weak, tentative, or provisional commitment to explanations and theories; to accept explanations of specific phenomena before the completion of a universal natural history; and to progress gradually to explanations of more general or more basic phenomena. They also allow for the ascription of existence and properties to theoretical entities, as long as it is based on empirical arguments. Montanari’s explanations satisfy these constraints.

4. Experimental philosophy and mechanical philosophy

Since Montanari’s adherence to experimental philosophy was not merely rhetorical, but substantive, we can use it as a test case to assess some recent claims on the relation between experimental philosophy and mechanical philosophy. According to Alan Chalmers (2012) and Stephen Gaukroger (2006, pp. 254, 397; 2014, p. 28), the relation between experimental philosophy and mechanical philosophy as such is ‘in many respects antagonistic’ (Gaukroger, 2006, p. 254). In this context, “mechanical philosophy” is to be understood in broad sense, as combining commitments to corpuscles (corpuscularism) and to explaining physical phenomena according to the laws of mechanics (mechanism). It is the view that physical phenomena should be explained in terms of the shape, size, and spatial arrangement of the corpuscles that make up

\textsuperscript{45} In this respect, too, Montanari resembles Boyle. See Meinel (1988, p. 70).


\textsuperscript{47} Montanari (1980, p. 549). Similarly, observed facts concerning liquids require their corpuscles to be convex (1780, pp. 724–725).

\textsuperscript{48} Montanari (1980, p. 549). I have found no evidence for Gómez López’s (1997, p. 17) claim that Montanari is disinterested in whether such suppositions are true or false.

\textsuperscript{49} Montanari is equally cautious in his discussions of the origin of sunspots and other astronomical issues. See Rotta (1971, pp. 85–88).

\textsuperscript{50} Borelli (1686 [1670–1672], prop. 123–125) ascribes, albeit cautiously, specific figures to the minima of air and liquids; Cornelio (1688, p. 387) to water corpuscles; Davisi (1667, p. 11) to the minima of vapour; Del Papa (1674, pp. 65–71) to caloric corpuscles; Di Capua (1683, pp. 70–71, 121, 142, 154) to caloric corpuscles and to those of air and alkali. Porzio (1736 [1667]) indulges in hypotheses on the shape of the corpuscles of liquids, despite his professed agnosticism on the matter. Rossetti (1667) ascribes, among other things, three basic instincts or tendencies and various energy levels to the minima.

\textsuperscript{51} Montanari (1980, p. 545).

\textsuperscript{52} Montanari (1980, p. 544) with reference to Boyle [1666–1671] or to Boyle [1669–1661]. The latter work was widely read in Italy.
Montanari's works on fluid mechanics, hydraulics, and the quenching of glass provide counterexamples to this characterization of the relation between experimental and mechanical philosophy. Many of the examples and references of the previous sections are drawn from those works. This is because they are entirely in line with the dictates of experimental philosophy. Yet, they are far from exemplifying the alleged antagonism between experimental and mechanical philosophy. In those works, Montanari does not rely on experiments or instruments to replace inquiries into the underlying corpuscular structure of phenomena with inquiries into ‘phenomena which defy explanation in fundamental terms’ (Gaukroger, 2006, p. 397), nor does he stop at intermediate, non-ultimate causes, as opposed to ‘the rock-bottom or ultimate causes of material phenomena’ (Chalmers, 2012, p. 551). He relies on observations, experiments, and instruments to establish a set of facts, as one would expect from an experimental philosopher. He then explains those facts in terms of the properties of ‘rock-bottom or ultimate material causes—corpuscles—and their behaviour according to the laws of mechanics. For instance, having identified certain observable properties of liquids, Montanari argues that they require their constituent corpuscles to be convex. He then explains the observed properties of liquids in terms of the shape and behaviour of their corpuscles.

Montanari does not isolate these corpuscular-mechanical explanations from the experimental sections of his works. On the contrary, he embeds corpuscular-mechanical explanations within the method of experimental philosophy in three ways. To begin with, he develops them during the second, explanatory stage of that method. Moreover, he develops them on the basis of information gathered in the first, natural-historical stage. Finally, he sometimes formulates predictions on the basis of those explanations and he goes on to test them experimentally. For instance, having provided a corpuscular-mechanical account of capillary action, he argues that, if the account is correct, ‘liquids rise in the little straws in inverse proportion to their diameters’ (Montanari, 1667, p. 40, trans. p. 113) and he provides experimental evidence for that claim. He does not present this evidence simply as an illustration, but as an ‘argument of the truth’ of his corpuscular-mechanical ‘suppositions’ (p. 42, trans. p. 113). Rather than as an alternative to corpuscular-mechanical explanations, Montanari uses experiments and observations as a tool to establish them. This shows that, pace Chalmers and Gaukroger, experimental philosophy as such was not ‘antagonistic’ to mechanical philosophy.

In conclusion, the reconstruction of Montanari’s natural philosophical method supports three claims. First, experimental philosophy was not an exclusively British phenomenon. At least one prominent Italian author adhered to the dictates of experimental philosophy explicitly, thoroughly, and consistently as early as in the 1660s. Second, in order to be a consistent experimental philosopher, it was not necessary to reject any theories, suspend any theoretical commitments, and be engaged in a purely descriptive, fact-gathering enterprise. Montanari provides an example of how natural philosophers could endorse explanations of physical phenomena and make claims on unobserved, theoretical entities in a way that is consistent with the dictates of experimental philosophy. Third, Montanari’s case shows that experimental philosophy and mechanical philosophy were not, as such, opposed to one another. Early modern authors could combine their commitments to experimental and mechanical philosophy within a single natural philosophical project.

The question remains of the extent to which Montanari’s views were representative of broader trends. As was mentioned in Section 2, several other natural philosophers in seventeenth-century Italy endorsed the method of experimental philosophy. However, some of those endorsements may be merely rhetorical or half-hearted. It is easy to find authors who, like Montanari, adhered to experimental philosophy as well as mechanical philosophy, not only in Italy but also in Britain. Two prominent examples are Robert Boyle and Robert Hooke, who have been even said to use ‘experimental philosophy’ and ‘mechanical philosophy’ as synonymous (Webster, 1967, p. 165n66). Yet, John Keill (1702, pp. 3-4, trans. 2-3) and others portrayed experimental and mechanical philosophy as two distinct movements. More research is needed to establish which authors, especially on the Continent, endorsed the method of experimental philosophy thoroughly rather than superficially, and who among them embraced mechanical philosophy in a way that was consistent with their experimentalism. This paper has contributed to the ongoing project of charting the spread of experimental philosophy and its relations with corpuscularism and mechanism.
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53 In this paper, I am not concerned with mechanical philosophy understood as the view that physical phenomena should be explained by analogy with the functioning of machines.

54 Gaukroger (2006, p. 397), italics added.